
Veil of Leciane do Cirica 

This headdress is comprised of a tiara made from a single ruby in a gold setting topped by a 
mithril amulet worn on the forehead and a thin red silk veil that covers the lower half of the 
face. The veil was worn by Leciane ever since she successfully completed her Test of High 
Sorcery. It was rumored that she suffered a severe facial disfigurement during that trial, and 
that is why she wore the veil thereafter. 
 When worn, this veil gives the wearer the ability to discern and see through 
falsehoods. The wearer can concentrate to discern lies as the spell discern lies when listening 
to a target speak as the target is outlined in a pinkish aura whenever it deliberately tells a 
falsehood.  
 This veil grants the wearer greater insight as to what the target desires and therefore 
grants a +5 bonus on diplomacy and sense motive checks.  
 The amulet will vibrate and grow warm whenever within 120 feet of an illusion or 
transmutation effect used to hide a creature or object.  
 The wearer can activate the veil allowing her to see through all illusions and 
transmutations within that range as if a spell of true seeing had been cast with illusions being 
outlined in blue and transmutations outlined in orange auras. This ability can be used for up 
to 30 minutes per day in increments of 5 minutes each but these increments need not be 
consecutive. 
Each ability requires a Knowledge: History or Knowledge: Arcana check DC 30 that can be 
attempted once per month. Each ability is revealed randomly. 

The vibration ability will activate regardless of whether the wearer is aware of the ability or 
not, the wearer may not realize why the tiara is doing so if they have not researched it. 

Aura strong divination; CL 18th 
Slot head; Weight -


